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1. Santo produced four less than twice 
as many cupcakes as Marissa. Write an 
algebraic expression to represent the 
number of cupcakes that Santo made.

2m  4

2. An amusement park charges $23.99 
for admissions and $0.30 per ticket. 
Write an algebraic expression to 
represent the total amount spent.

$23.99 + $0.30t

3. Wayne is working during the summer 
to save up for a bike. He makes $10.00 
per hour, but he owes his parents $150 
by the end of the summer. Write an 
algebraic expression to represent how 
much he will have saved at the end of 
the summer.

$10.00h  $150

4. Describe a situation that can be 
represented by the following expression:
2.50x – 3

Answers may vary. Example: Jake 
earned an average of $2.50 per 

customer at the lemonade stand. The 
supplies cost $3.00.

5. Brianna earned $15.00 for shoveling 
snow on Monday. She earned more 
money on Tuesday. Write an expression
that shows the amount of money 
Brianna has earned.

e > $30.00

6. Ricky travels 20 miles less than Linda
to work each day. Write an algebraic 
expression to show how many miles 
Linda travels in terms of Ricky’s travel.

m  20

7. Shreya has saved $20 more than 2 
times the amount her brother has saved.
Write an expression that represents the 
amount Shreya has saved.  

2b + $20
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8. For #7 above, let’s say the situation 
changed to “Shreya has saved more 
than 2 times the amount her brother has
saved.” Describe what would change 
about the algebraic expression. 

An inequality would be used to show 
that Shreya saved greater than 2 times 
the amount her brother saved.

2b < s
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